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ABSTRACT
This chapter presents some foundational concepts and issues in intellectual property. We begin by defining intellectual objects, which we contrast with physical objects or tangible goods. We then turn to some of the normative justifications that have been advanced to defend the granting of property rights in general, and we ask whether those rationales can be extended to the realm of intellectual objects. Theories of property introduced by Locke and Hegel, as well as utilitarian philosophers, are summarized and critiqued. This sets the stage for reviewing the case against intellectual property. We reject that case and claim instead that policy makers should aim for balanced property rights that avoid the extremes of overprotection and underprotection. Next we examine four different kinds of protection schemes for intellectual property that have been provided by our legal system: copyright laws, patents, trademarks, and trade secrets. This discussion is supplemented with a concise review
of recent U.S. legislation involving copyright and digital media and an analysis of technological schemes of property protection known as digital rights management. Finally, we consider a number of recent controversial court cases, including the Napster case and the Microsoft antitrust suit. Many of the issues and controversies introduced in this chapter are explored and analyzed in greater detail in the subsequent chapters of this book.

INTRODUCTION

It is now a common refrain that the ubiquity of the Internet and the digitization of information will soon mean the demise of copyright and other intellectual property laws. After all, “information wants to be free,” especially in the open terrain of cyberspace. John Perry Barlow and other information libertarians have argued this case for years, and there may be some validity to their point of view. Perhaps Negroponte (1995) is right when he describes copyright law as a vestige of another era, a mere “Gutenberg artifact” (p. 58). Even many of those who concede that this vision of cyberspace as a copyright free zone is too utopian argue for a system of intellectual property protection that is as “thin” as possible, just enough to encourage creativity (Vaidhyanathan, 2001).

The digital revolution has already thrown the music industry into chaos and the movie industry will probably be next. Both of these industries have been struggling with piracy, and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, such as Gnutella, KaZaA, and Morpheus, are the primary obstacle in their efforts to thwart the illicit sharing of files. These P2P networks continue to proliferate, and users continue to download copyrighted music and movie files with relative impunity. Everyone knows, however, that the content industry will not sit idly by and lose its main source of revenues. It will fight back with legal weapons such as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and technological weapons such as trusted systems.

Of course, debates about intellectual property rights are not confined to digital music and movies. There is apprehension that the Internet itself will be swallowed up by proprietary technologies. Currently, developing countries argue that they can never surmount the digital divide if intellectual property rights remain so entrenched. Governments debate the pros and cons of endorsing open source software as a means of overcoming the hegemony of Microsoft’s control of certain technologies. And some claim that the impending “enclosure movement” of intellectual objects will stifle creativity and even
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